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Grasp stability and design analysis of a
flexure-jointed gripper mechanism via efficient
energy-based modeling∗
Pongsiri Kuresangsai, Matthew O. T. Cole, and Guangbo Hao
Abstract—For flexure-based gripper mechanisms, the arrangement and design of joint elements may be chosen to allow
enclosure of objects in grasping. This must provide stable
containment under load, without causing excessive stress within
the joint materials. This paper describes an energy-based model
formulation for a cable-driven flexure-jointed gripper mechanism
that can accurately describe the nonlinear load-deflection behavior for a grasped object. The approach is used to investigate
the limits of grasp performance for a gripper with two singlejoint fingers through simulation studies, including the accurate
prediction of stability limits due to joint buckling. Hardware
experiments are set up and conducted to validate the theoretical
model over a range of loading conditions that exceed limits for
stable grasping. Parametric design studies are also presented
that show the influence of joint geometry on both grasp stability
and flexure peak stress. Considering the intersection of feasible
design sets, generated from simulation data over a range of
possible object geometries, is shown to be an effective approach
for selecting gripper design parameters.
Index Terms—Robotic gripper, compliant mechanism, grasp
stability, buckling, flexure joint

I. I NTRODUCTION
Compliant mechanisms are solid structures having elastic
joint elements that can deform to allow motion and force
transmission through the structure. The development of compliant gripper mechanisms has become a popular research field
due to their suitability for grasping uncertain and delicate
objects, reduced actuation/sensing requirements, and potential for simpler, lower cost construction when compared to
conventional rigid-body mechanisms. Possible applications
include agricultural harvesting, underwater manipulation, and
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precision medical devices [1]–[6]. The use of compliancebased joints has additional benefits of reduced susceptibility
to contamination and wear in comparison with bearing joints
[7]. This paper deals with a special class of gripper mechanism
having cable-driven flexure joints, previous examples of which
include hand-like grippers [5], multi-joint fingers [8]–[10], and
soft finger grippers with deformable structures [11].
A key challenge in the design of flexure-jointed grippers is
that, to achieve large motion range and thereby allow enclosure
of objects in grasping, highly compliant flexures are required.
This can inevitably result in low stiffness of object contact, and
introduces the possibility of stability-loss when grasping with
high loads. A universal issue for flexure-based mechanisms is
that the maximum stress should not exceed material limits for
fatigue or yielding. Previously, joint topologies for a singlejoint finger were analyzed by Garcia et al. [12] with the aim
of minimizing flexure peak stress subject to target contact
forces. Maximizing stiffness in parasitic degrees of freedom
and avoiding joint buckling instabilities can also be important
considerations in joint design [13], [14].
An additional concern for grasping is the ability to hold
an object under the action of external disturbances, which
may arise due to motion of the gripper or the application
of forces to the held object [15]. In [16], the grasp stability
of compliant gripper designs was assessed experimentally,
where the effects from contact area, joint compliance, and
finger-pad compliance were analyzed. Kragten et al. [17]
developed a compliant-joint two-phalanx gripper for which
the stability of the equilibrium configurations was evaluated
from the eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix of the potential
energy function. A thin-beam flexible gripper was evaluated
based on the curvature of the potential function in [18], where
the influence of object size, elastic modulus, and initial beam
curvature on grasping stability were considered. Force closure
properties of equilibrium configurations with friction cone
constraint were applied to analyze the grasping stability and
parasitic motions of a compliant adaptive hand in [19].
To formulate and solve design optimization problems for
flexure-jointed mechanisms, it is important to have an efficient
model of kinetostatic behavior. A mathematical description
of a flexure joint element must capture its distributed nonlinear compliance properties if force-deflection behavior is to
be accurately predicted. In the pseudo-rigid-body modeling
(PRBM) approach, flexure elements are usually represented by
one or more revolute joints [20]. More accurate representations

based on multi-degree-of-freedom joints with both torsional
and axial stiffness have also been proposed [9], [21]–[23]. Alternatively, a series of rigid links connected by sprung revolute
joints may be considered [24], [25]. Exact analytical solutions
for flexure deformation based on continuum equations can be
computed from elliptical integrals in restricted cases [26], [27].
High order discretizations based on nonlinear finite element
methods can also be very accurate [28], [29], but the computational complexity and lack of simple parameterizations
make this approach less suitability for design analysis and
optimization. This is especially true when contact interaction
and motion constraints must be dealt with, as for the problem
of grasp modeling that is treated in this paper. The polynomial
curvature model for flexure deformation [30], which is adopted
in this study, has high accuracy and efficiency and can be
easily incorporated in energy-based descriptions of multiflexure mechanism behavior [31].
This paper describes a theoretical model of a flexure-jointed
gripper with two single-joint fingers and investigates how
grasp load capacity can be limited by a loss of structural stability from joint buckling. The developed model is validated by
experiments, for which limits of grasp stability are accurately
predicted. The main contributions are listed as follows:
1) The definition of a reduced-order energy-based model
that accurately describes the behavior of a flexurejointed gripper mechanism by incorporating kinematic
constraints for object grasping.
2) The identification and evaluation of key performance
metrics for grasping that can be used in simulation and
design studies based on the described model.
3) The presentation of design studies showing the feasible
sets for geometric parameters in the construction of the
flexure joints for avoidance of both loss of grasp stability
and excessive flexure stress.
Within the paper, Section II describes the basic model for flexure behavior, Section III presents the energy-based mechanism
model, incorporating grasped object kinematics, Section IV
presents experimental results together with comparable modelbased prediction, while Section V describes parametric design
studies based on the theoretical model. The final section draws
conclusions.
II. F LEXURE MODELING METHOD
This section defines the mathematical approach used to
describe large deformation behavior of a thin beam flexure
using a finite set of basis functions for beam curvature. This
will later be incorporated within the energy-based model
of a gripper mechanism during grasping, as described in
Section III. The elastic deformation is assumed to follow Euler
Bernoulli theory where the length of the neutral axis is fixed
and all planes remain perpendicular to this axis so that the
curvature is proportional to the internal bending moment.
A. Deformation model and equilibrium solution
Consider an initially straight uniform beam flexure with
deformed shape described by the curvature function ω(α, s),
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Fig. 1. Thin beam flexure model, with end loads and deformation shown.

where s ∈ [0, L] is the distance along the neutral axis, as
shown in Fig. 1. The curvature function can be approximated
with a summation of basis functions ψn (s):
N
1 X
ω(α, s) =
αn ψn (s)
L n=0

(1)

Previous research has shown that adopting a set of smooth
basis functions, such as the Legendre polynomials, can achieve
accurate representation, even with low order (N = 2)
[30]. In this formulation, the deformation variables α =
[α0 , ..., αN ]T ∈ RN+1 need to be calculated according to the
conditions for equilibrium. For the case with N = 2,
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The tangent angle is given by φ(α, s) = ω(α, s)ds, which
is a polynomial of order N + 1. The location of the flexure
tip relative to the initial undeflected position of the root (as
indicated by the X-Y frame in Fig. 1) is given by
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(3)
where δ(.) is Dirac delta function and p = [αT ∆x ]T is the
vector of deformation variables. The axial deflection ∆x of the
flexure root is introduced with stiffness kx to prevent problems
of singular and non-existent solutions, which would otherwise
arise due to the assumption of axial inextensibility for the
flexure. In practice, kx is chosen sufficiently large to have
negligible effect on the final solution [31].
Under the aforementioned Euler-Bernoulli assumptions, the
total elastic energy is given by
Z L
2
1
Ewt3
(ω(α, s)) ds
(4)
V (p) = 12 kx ∆2x + 24
0

where E is the Young’s modulus and t and w are the thickness
and width of the flexure, respectively. According to (4),
V (p) = 12 pT Kp ≥ 0 where K is given in the appendix. The
method to obtain equilibrium deformation solutions is based
on the Lagrangian function L(p, λ) where a pre-specified tip
position z 0 (boundary constraint) is accounted for via the
T
Lagrange multipliers λ = [λ0 λ1 λ2 ] :
L(p, λ) = V (p) + λT (z 0 − z(p))

(5)

For this energy-based formulation, equilibrium configurations
must satisfy the stationary condition ∇p,λ L = 0. The solution
for λ then matches the external force applied at the beam tip.
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B. Stress evaluation
The maximum stress due to bending can be calculated
by finding the extremum points for the curvature function
ω(s). These can be found as s? ∈ (0, L) where s? are the
solutions of dω/ds = 0. Other possible locations for maximum
curvature will be the ends of the flexure (s = 0 and s = L).
Hence, the maximum absolute curvature is given by
ω = max{|ω(α, 0)| , |ω(α, s? )| , |ω(α, L)|}
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Fig. 2. Benchmark grasping task for flexure-jointed gripper.
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In general, there will be an additional contribution to stress
from axial loading, which can also be taken into account.
However, for a thin beam with moderate end-loads, the axial
stress σaxial is often negligible compared with the bending
stress. Note that the peak axialqstress is bounded according
to σaxial ≤ F/tw where F = fx2 + fy2 with fx = λo and
fy = λ1 . Hence, the maximum stress occurring along the beam
can be bounded according to
σmax ≤

Et
F
ω+
2
tw
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where the second term can be neglected if ω  F/Et2 w.
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III. G RASP MODELING AND STABILITY ANALYSIS
The main objective of the current study was to investigate
how the limits of performance and stability in grasping relate
to the properties of the flexure joint, driven by cable/tendon
actuation. For this reason we focus on an idealized grasping
task, but one that can also be reproduced experimentally
for verification. Figure 2 shows the case where two singlejoint fingers with symmetric configuration support an object
subject to external load/weight W0 acting in the x-direction.
Frictionless contact with the links at points c is assumed. Each
joint has a single straight beam flexure and is actuated by a
cable, assumed to have zero bending stiffness.
For grasping simulation, the length of the cable can be
set to produce initial contact with the object without force
(W0 = 0). If the cable length is fixed and the load increased,
the object will move along the x-axis direction (line AB)
and sliding will occur so that the contact point c moves
along the link surface (assumed straight). In this situation, the
displacement Xa will increase with the load W0 and the object
will be held in a stable manner if the effective grasp stiffness
dW0 /dXa is positive. It may be expected that W0 will increase
monotonically with Xa until the maximum load occurs when
dW0 /dXa = 0. Beyond this point the stiffness becomes
negative and so the stability limit determines the maximum
object load that can be supported. This fundamental limit is
associated with structural buckling of the elastic flexure. It is
also possible that the elastic limit of the flexure material is
exceeded before the instability point is reached. These two
main aspects must be considered in the analysis and design of
the joint structure.
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Fig. 3. Geometry for grasp modeling.

The model to predict deflection behavior of the grasped
object must combine the kinematic constraints from rigid-body
motion with the previously defined Lagrangian for elastic deformation of the flexure. The approach has obvious similarities
with the modeling of conventional robots with compliant joints
[32], [33], except that the deformation and elastic energy of
a flexure joint are not captured by a single stiffness term,
but rather by separate energy and kinematic constraint terms,
coupled via the deformation variables p.
A. Equilibrium solution
To simulate the symmetric grasping problem, as shown in
Fig. 2, it is only necessary to consider the half-space with
single gripper and half object load W = W0 /2. This model
is shown in Fig. 3, where θf is the flexure incline angle and
θl is the link angle. It should be noted that θl = 0 without
joint deflection. In the global fixed frame {G}, the position of
the object center is given by PaG = [Xa Ya ]T . A loop closure
constraint can be formulated in terms of the link position,
which is defined by the tip position of the flexure relative to
frame {G}, as given by PBG = [zx zy ]T , and the position rx
for the contact point c in the link frame {B}. Accordingly,
Oc (q, Xa ) = PaG (Xa ) − PBG − R(θl )PaB (rx , θl ) = 0
T

(8)

where q = [zx , zy , θl , rx ] are the motion variables. The
cable is constrained to pass through the fixed guiding point g

to the attachment point h on the link, and has free length Lc ,
so that
Gc (q) = PhG (z l ) − PgG − Lc = 0
(9)
Furthermore, the link position z l = [zx zy θl ]T in frame {G}
can be related to the flexure deformation variables in frame
{D} according to equation (3):
Fc (q, p) = R̃(−θf )z l − z(p) = 0

flexure joint

screw

gripper

force sensor
cable

(10)
pushing rod

Note that z(p) can be evaluated numerically from (3) via a
suitable discretization approach. The Lagrangian function for
the flexure deformation is formulated with the constraints from
equations (8) to (10):

fixed screw

grasped object

T

L(v) = V (p) + λ Fc (q, p) + T Gc (q) + γ T Oc (q, Xa ) (11)
Here, the multiplier T is the cable force, and γ = [W N ]T
combines the external forces acting on the object. All variables
are combined in the vector v = [γ T pT q T λT T ]T . Equilibrium configurations (for given values of the object position
Xa ) are then found as solutions to U (v) = ∇v L = 0. These
can be found numerically using standard multi-dimensional
root finding algorithms. As the Hessian of L can also be
computed, gradient methods, such as those based on Newton
iterations, can be applied. The main difficulty in calculating
the derivatives of L(v) is due to the integral form of z(p),
as given by (3), which has no closed-form representation.
Formulas for computing the derivatives of z(p) based on a
Gaussian quadrature discretization can be found in [30], [31].
For other terms in (11), the derivatives can be determined
analytically. The use of symbolic math software (such as
Maple or Mathematica) can assist greatly in achieving errorfree computations.
B. Grasp stability evaluation
The grasp stiffness analysis can be performed based on the
small perturbation relation for U (v) = 0, as given by
δU = Hδv +

dU
δXa = 0
dXa

(12)

where H is the Hessian matrix for L: H(U (v)) = J (∇L(v)).
Hence, when H is nonsingular,
dU
dv
= −H−1
dXa
dXa

(13)

To obtain the effective grasp stiffness Ke , we must select the
appropriate element of dv/dXa . In our formulation, W0 =
2W = 2v 1 , so


dW0
dv 1
−1 dU
Ke =
=2
= −2 H
(14)
dXa
dXa
dXa 1
Although the effective grasp stiffness Ke may be used to
evaluate stability under quasi-static condition, the kinetostatic
modeling approach neglects link and flexure inertia forces
that impact on dynamic motion behaviors. Nonetheless, the
model presented here will still be valid provided that inertia
forces remain sufficiently small compared with the external
force W . Under such conditions, the force-deflection behavior

Fig. 4. Experimental setup.

of the grasped object will be little changed. This means
that the external force could even be chosen to represent
dynamic loading due to object acceleration. In these situations,
time-based simulations would be required to determine the
object motion and whether it will remain grasped, or not.
The grasp-force calculation could still be based on solving
the kinetostatic problem for the gripper links at each time
step. Extension of the Lagrangian to include inertia forces
(via kinetic energy terms) is also clearly possible, but was
considered outside the scope of the present study.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL VALIDATIONS
A. Experimental setup
The experiment was devised to replicate the idealized grasping situation described in Section III. A top-down view of the
system is shown in Fig. 4. The grasped object is a circular
disk, which can be displaced in the horizontal plane by contact
with a digital force sensor (range 0–10 N, resolution 0.01 N),
moved by lead screw (with accuracy ±150 µm). Hence, the
relation between object load W0 and displacement Xa could
be measured directly and used to determine the grasp stiffness
variation. The two symmetric gripper links were connected
to the fixed frame by straight flexures, attached using compliant clamps [34]. The actuation cables were attached to the
gripper links with small rotating pins to reduce cable bending
effects. The grasped object was also fixed to a linear guide
to ensure the symmetric configuration was maintained with
displacement occurring only in the Xa direction. The links and
disk object were fabricated by 3-D printing in PLA material.
The flexures were made from beryllium copper grade C17200
having Young’s modulus E = 125 GPa. Table I provides the
values of the geometric parameters defined in Fig. 3. Additional joint parameters are defined in Fig. 5. The joint design
parameters were chosen to allow investigation of grasping
force and stability limits, while avoiding excessive strain that
would lead to permanent deformation of the flexures.
B. Experimental results
For the test cases evaluated experimentally, the cable length
was set to achieve a prescribed initial link angle θl with zero
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Fig. 5. Joint design parameters.
TABLE I
G EOMETRIC PARAMETERS FOR GRIPPER SYSTEM ( SEE F IGS . 3

1

Initial
0.5

Parameter
θf
bj
Ya
R
L
aj
cj
w
t

Value
8.0
10.0
60.9
30.0
50.5
50.0
15.0
10.0
0.2

(deg)

Theory

Experiment

25
AND

5).

0
0

Description
Flexure incline angle
Cable-flexure separation
Gripper half-width
Object radius
Flexure length
Joint length (undeformed)
Link depth
Flexure width
Flexure thickness

l

35
30

Units
deg
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

load. Three cases were tested with initial angles of 25, 30
and 35 degrees. The object was displaced from the initial
position and the load W0 recorded over a displacement range
of 0-30 mm, with data points at 2 mm intervals. Each test
was repeated five times to obtain the results shown in Fig. 6.
The simulation results obtained from the energy-based model
described in Section III are also shown as solid lines. The two
sets of results show good agreement, with maximum RMS
error of 0.015 N over all cases. To obtain such high correlation,
it was necessary to minimize out-of-plane effects such as twisting of the flexures and links in the experiments. This required
exact symmetry and alignment of the initial configuration. The
results show that the object deflection increases with load until
the maximum load is reached when dW0 /dXa = 0. Also,
for deflections beyond this point, the grasp is unstable. The
maximum load W 0 depends significantly on the initial link
angle θl . For these cases, where the gripper width and object
radius is fixed, the maximum load increases with increasing
θl . However, the flexure stress will also increase with θl . The
theoretical and experimental results for maximum load W 0
are given in Table II.
To evaluate the effective grasp stiffness Ke from the experimental results, a polynomial curve-fit was first applied to the
experimental data (with order 5 achieving R2 ≤ 0.9999). Stiffness was then calculated from the derivative of the polynomial.
Results from theory and experiment are shown in Fig. 7. A
good correlation is found within the middle band of the data
(5–25 mm) with maximum RMS error of 0.0011 N/mm. The
trends of the experimental stiffness curves are close to the
theoretical predictions, including when Ke ≈ 0.
The results show that the energy-based modeling approach
can accurately predict stability limits and load capacity for
object grasping, and thus confirm its suitability for design
analysis and optimization. The simulation model was also used
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Object displacement (mm)

Fig. 6. Grasping load W0 versus object displacement: Theory and experiment.
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TABLE II
T HEORY AND EXPERIMENT.

GRASPING LOAD :

Link angle
θl (deg)
35
30
25

Maximum load W 0 (N)
Theory
Experiment
1.394
1.390
1.128
1.123
0.858
0.855

to predict the peak stress that occurs in the flexures, based
on the method described in Section II-B. Figure 8 shows
that the peak stress increases continuously with the object
displacement. The peak stress does not vary smoothly with
displacement due to changes in the location of the maximum
stress, from within the flexure interval (0, L) to the root of
the flexure s = 0, when the object displacement is ≈ 11 mm.
The results confirm that the maximum stress for this design
remains below the yield stress σy (965–1205 MPa).
V. D ESIGN EXPLORATIONS
In this section, the metrics of effective grasp stiffness and
peak stress are applied in the design of a compliant gripper.
The basic geometry for the design study matches that in
Fig. 3. However, the joint size is reduced compared with the
experimental system, so that aj = 20 mm and bj = 10 mm.
Also, the object radius is R = 20 mm and gripper half-width
is Ya = 42.71 mm. The design variables investigated are the
flexure incline angle θf and flexure thickness t, which are key
variables for the joint function. As the overall width of the
joint bj is fixed, two cases can be distinguished for θf > 0
and θf < 0, as shown in Fig. 5. In both cases, the length of
the flexure is given by L = aj / cos θf .
The target was to achieve a gripper design that could support
a grasping load of W0 = 3.0 N and allow deflection of the
links up to θl = 40 deg. As the modeling methods in Section
II and III are highly efficient, it was possible to generate
simulation results for a large set of design variations in short
time. Data generated for design cases with θf ∈ (−25◦ , 25◦ )
and t ∈ (0.001, 0.4) are summarized in Figs. 9 and 10
for two different values of yield stress (1000 MPa and 690
MPa, respectively). A total of 4000 cases were generated with
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Fig. 7. Effective grasp stiffness dW0 /dXa : Theory and experiment.
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Fig. 9. Design sets for nominal grasping task with flexure yield stress σy =
1000 MPa.
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uniform random distributions for θf and t, and simulations
with increasing load up to W0 = 3.0 N performed for each
case. The design maps show cases that exceed the yield stress
(yellow points) and cases that exceed the stability limit for
W0 < 3.0 N (red points). Feasible designs are indicated by
blue points.
For the set of design cases with higher yield stress of
1000 MPa (Fig. 9), grasp instability tends to occur if the
flexure is too thin. The flexure angle θf is also seen to affect
grasp stability, especially for θf < 0◦ . The feasible design set
(blue points) contains appropriate parameter values to avoid
both instability and yielding. Selecting parameter values from
the center of the blue region would give the most robustness to
uncertainty. For the set of design cases with lower yield stress
of 690 MPa, as shown in Fig. 10, the feasible set is smaller
than for the previous case. However, the instability region is
unchanged – the grasp stability does not depend on σy in the
theoretical model. In these cases, yielding tends to occur if the
flexure is either too thick or too thin.
Figure 11 shows the configurations obtained from simulation with two different joint designs, as detailed in Table III.
These cases have similar maximum grasp loads that are limited
by instability. However, the joint deformations that occur at the
stability limit, as shown in Fig. 11, are very different. The limit
of stability is dependent on the effective torsional stiffness
of the joint, which results from the flexure beam loading
condition, in combination with the geometric effects from link-

0
-20
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(deg)
f

Fig. 10. Design sets for nominal grasping task with flexure yield stress σy =
690 MPa.

object interaction. The effective joint stiffness will tend to
decrease, and the load moment from object contact increase,
as θl decreases, leading to negative values for the effective
grasp stiffness Ke . Although a basic understanding of such
beam-dependent and structure-dependent loading effects can
be attained from analysis [35], the effect of object geometry
and motion have a complex influence, even for this simple
grasping model.
Further simulations were performed to examine the effect
of object size. Three sets of cases were considered with
object radii R = 15, 20 and 25 mm. The gripper width was
unchanged. The results are combined in Fig. 12, which shows
the feasible design set and instability region for all three object
sizes (for σy = 690 MPa). The results show that the feasible
set is quite insensitive to the object size. Parameter values
chosen from the center of this set can ensure good grasping
performance for the full range of object sizes. For θf = 10◦
and t = 0.2 mm, the maximum load is W 0 = 6.7 N over all
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𝜃𝑙
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Fig. 11. Joint deformation simulation results for design cases A and B in
Table III when close to stability limit.
0
-20

TABLE III
D ESIGN CASES WITH MAXIMUM LOAD LIMITED BY INSTABILITY.
Design case
A
B

Design parameters
θf (deg) t (mm)
20
0.11
-20
0.21

Stability limit
W 0 (N) θl (deg)
2.61
28.03
2.72
25.28

object sizes, and is limited by yielding.
For the described design studies, flexure thickness and
installation angle were chosen as design variables due to
their dominant influence on gripper performance. However,
other design parameters could be easily treated within the
simulation-based framework, such as the initial curvature of
flexures, attachment points for cables and flexures, or other
link dimensions, with the possibility of improving grasp performance metrics even further.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
Predicting the behavior of a flexure-jointed gripper mechanism during object grasping is a complex problem for which
the results will depend on both the gripper design and the
grasped object geometry and positioning. Nonetheless, the
solution of such problems is very important for design analysis
and optimization. In this paper it has been shown how such
predictions can be made by adopting a high efficiency model
representation, and through identification and extraction of
key performance metrics: namely, effective grasp stiffness and
peak flexure stress.
For the considered case of a two-link cable-driven gripper,
accurate predictions of load-deflection behavior and limits of
stability due to joint buckling were possible. Simulation data
for a large set of design cases was used to determine suitable
design parameters to avoid both grasp instability and joint
yielding subject to specified loading requirements. These cases
showed that flexure thickness and inclination angle have an
important influence on the maximum stable grasping load, and
suitable values can be chosen by considering the intersection
of feasible design sets generated from simulation data for a
range of possible object geometries.
The described work demonstrates how it is possible to
rapidly generate simulation data for a large set of design
parameters and operating conditions, and use this data as a
basis for selecting or optimizing mechanism and joint designs.

-10

0

10

20

(deg)
f

Fig. 12. Intersection of design sets for range of object radii R =
15, 20, 25 mm.

The described methods are suitable to be applied in the design
of more complicated gripper mechanisms, such as multi-joint
and multi-fingered architectures.
Currently, a main limitation of the described approach is its
applicability to planar mechanisms only. Also, the treatment
of dynamic effects, including link inertia, will become more
important for high-speed operation. This will be considered
in future work. Application in multi-objective design optimization, considering a wider range of joint architectures and
geometries, is also of interest.
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A PPENDIX
The stiffness matrix for the flexure strain energy function
V (p) = 12 pT Kp follows from (1) and (4) as
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where knm = Ewt
12L 0 ψn (s)ψm (s) ds.
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